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SUPREME COURT OF VIRGINIA DEATH PENALTY CASES
The following is a list of Supreme Court of Virginia death penalty cases under the current capital murder statute beginning with Smith v. Commonwealth, 219
Va. 455, 248 S.E.2d 135 (1978).
The Virginia Capital Case Clearinghouse has summarized cases in the Capital Defense Digest since 1988. We have indicated the location of these summaries



























































































































































CASE NAME VA CITE
MUMIN 239
MURPHY 246
ODELL 234
PATTERSON 222
PAYNE 233
PETERSON 225
POPE 234
POYNER 229
PRUETT 232
QUESINBERRY 241
QUINTANA 224
RAMDASS 246
ROGERS 242
SATCHER 244
SAUNDERS 242
SAVINO 239
SMITH, M 219
SMITH, R 239
SPENCER-1 238
SPENCER-2 238
SPENCER-3 238
SPENCER-4 240
STAMPER 220
STEWART 245
STOCKTON-1 227
STOCKTON-2 241
STOUT 237
STRICKLER 241
SWANN
THOMAS 244
TOWNES 234
TUGGLE-1 228
TUGGLE-2 230
TURNER-i 221
TURNER-2 234
WASHINGTON 228
WATKINS, J 229
WATKINS, R 238
WAYE 219
WHITLEY 223
WILLIAMS 234
WISE 230
WOODFIN 236
WRIGHT 245
YEATrS 242
SE RPTR
VA 433
VA 136
VA 672
VA 653
VA 460
VA 289
VA 114
VA 401
VA 266
VA 364
VA 127
VA 413
VA 307
VA 220
VA 107
VA 534
VA 455
VA 243
VA 275
VA 295
VA 563
VA 78
VA 260
VA 222
VA 124
VA 192
VA 126
VA 482
VA
VA 1
VA 307
VA 493
VA 99
VA 513
VA 543
VA 535
VA 469
VA 341
VA 683
VA 66
VA 168
VA 322
VA 89
VA 177
VA 121
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DIGEST
V3-N1-P17
V6-N1-P30
V4-NI-P23
V6-N2-P25
V4-N2-P7
V5-NI-P40
V4-Ni-P19
V3-N1-P15
V3-N1-P19
V2-N1-P13
V2-N1-P13
V2-N2-Pl0
V6-N1-P21
V4-Nl-P18
V1-N2-P4
V4-N1-P22
V6-N2-P22
V5-N I-P43
V2-NI-P15
V1-Nl-P2
V6-NI-P24
V4-NI-P20
